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Equilibrium and Forces

When nothing is moving it does not mean there are no forces acting. It means things are in equilibrium. In
equilibrium the total (net) force is zero. You can have as many forces as you wish, they just have to be
arranged so the total is zero. This Investigation explores the concept of equilibrium using force scales.

A Making equilibrium

1. Hold each spring scale vertically from its top loop and check to see that it is properly calibrated. If 
it needs to be adjusted, turn the nut at the top of the scale until it reads zero. 

2. Attach three scales to the loops of string with the key ring in the middle. 
3. Have three people each pull a scale, keeping the ring motionless with all the scales in a line.
4. Record the forces when 2 people are pulling against 1.
5. Try a few different combinations of scales and forces.

Question for this Investigation:
What can we say about forces when nothing is moving?

Materials
• Steel washers (30) • Four loops of string

• Balance
• A steel key ring
• 5N, 10N, and 20N spring scales

Table 1: Force data
Scale #1 (N) Scale #2 (N) Scale #3 (N)
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5AB Thinking about what you observed
  a. What do your observations tell you about the relationship between the three 

forces acting on the ring?

  b. Draw a diagram showing the forces acting on the ring as arrows. Make the length of each arrow 
proportional to the strength of each force. For example, 1 cm per N might be a reasonable length scale. 
This kind of diagram is called a free body diagram.

  c. If the total force acting on an object is zero, what does Newton’s second law say about the motion? 
Does the object have to be at rest? 

C The force of gravity
One of the ways we use equilibrium every day is to
weigh things, including ourselves!

1. Take a loop of string and attach 5 steel 
washers.

2. Use a calibrated force scale to measure the 
weight of the washers.

3. Measure the mass using a mass balance.
4. Repeat the experiment for 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 

and 30 washers.

D Thinking about what you observed
  a. Draw a free body diagram showing the two forces acting on the group of washers.

  b. The spring scale gives you one force, how do you know the other one?

  c. Make a graph showing the weight in Newtons on the y-axis versus the mass in kilograms on the x-axis. 

  d. The strength of gravity is measured in N/kg. On the moon, the strength of gravity is 1.62 N/kg. That 
means a 1 kg object weighs 1.62 N on the Moon. Determine the strength of Earth’s surface gravity from 
your graph.

Table 2: Mass and weight data
Number of washers Mass (kg) Weight (N)
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